In this paper, a dual online subspace-based learning method called dual-generalized discriminative common vectors (Dual-GDCV) is presented. The method extends incremental GDCV by exploiting simultaneously both the concepts of incremental and decremental learning for supervised feature extraction and classification. Our methodology is able to update the feature representation space without recalculating the full projection or accessing the previously processed training data. It allows both adding information and removing unnecessary data from a knowledge base in an efficient way, while retaining the previously acquired knowledge. The proposed method has been theoretically proved and empirically validated in six standard face recognition and classification datasets, under two scenarios: (1) removing and adding samples of existent classes, and (2) removing and adding new classes to a classification problem. Results show a considerable computational gain without compromising the accuracy of the model in comparison with both batch methodologies and other state-of-art adaptive methods.
Introduction
Subspace-based learning is a well-known branch of pattern recognition with multiple applications, such as automatic feature extraction, feature selection or dimensionality reduction. Algorithms such as principal component analysis (PCA) or linear discriminant analysis (LDA) are widely used in a multitude of learning systems and frameworks. Among their main advantages, they reduce the computation time and the memory footprint, they remove irrelevant and redundant information in order to improve the performance of a sub-sequent machine learning model, they are able to produce discriminative models and spaces with very limited data, and they facilitate the visualization of the data by reducing the data space to very low dimensions such as 2D or 3D. Due to their success, traditional subspace-based algorithms have evolved into multiple directions to cover a wider spectrum of applications, including supervised and unsupervised problems, and linear and nonlinear spaces.
Adaptive methods are particularly interesting. While conventional algorithms require to work in batch mode, where all training samples have to be considered at once, adaptive versions allow evolving an initial model when more data become available. Furthermore, adaptive learning does not require full access to the initial training data, which may be lost or under restricted access. Not having to retrain from scratch leads to convenient trade-offs between computational and performance. It is common to find applications where a complete set of training samples is usually not known in advance but provided little by little, and therefore adaptive learning is best suited for the task. Examples are found in object tracking [28] , image classification [5] , stream processing [31] , and face recognition [25] .
The most common type of adaptive learning is incremental learning, where new samples or data are added to the knowledge base of the model. Thus, multiple incremental subspace-based learning techniques have been proposed, such as those based on PCA [6, 10, 16, 22, 27, 31, 33] , LDA [2, 13, 17, 18, 24, 25, 30, 32, 34] or Discriminative Common Vector (DCV) [4, 5, 7, 8, 19] methods.
However, these methods only address updating the system by adding new information, but they do not consider the double nature of adaptive learning, where previous information may need to be removed, if outliers or wrongly-labeled samples are detected a posteriori, or replaced, if the distribution of the data changes or drifts. A similar limitation occurs for the ubiquitous learning approaches. While their performance for feature extraction and classification is unquestionable regarding other traditional approaches, they do not easily allow for information removal without a hugely costly retraining. The deep learning paradigm can cover the incremental paradigm by using transfer learning and fine-tuning process if pretrained networks, but it does not allow for adaptive learning where both incremental and decremental is considered, as well as that these are not executed in a reasonable computational complexity since this is one of the major bottlenecks in deep learning [1] . It is in this aspect where dual learning has scope to be better integrated into neural networks and/or other methods to complement deep learning approaches.
Our method combines the advantages of update a model from an incremental and decremental learning point of view, with moderate computational complexity. In this sense, we define dual learning as an online process that allows adding and removing samples, classes or any initial information from a previously trained model. We postulate that removing or replacing information embedded in the model can be as important as adding information for automatic feature extraction. Several application fields will clearly benefit from the ability to decrement a learned model. For instance, biometric systems used to manage and identify a large population of users in big organizations may require updating the model when a user leaves the organization as well as replacing all obsolete samples after a major change in the user. This may be a laborious and long process, even impossible depending on the scale of the user database and antiquity of the model, which may result on delays and limited access to the other users, as well as privacy issues. Similarly, being able to remove a single instance from a complex model encompassing thousands of samples and classes, when this outlier has been introduced by mistake, is a desirable feature that will reduce the computational cost and the requirement of multiplicity of backed-up models. The use of dual subspace-based methods as part of hierarchical classification architecture, such as decision trees or cascade of classifiers, will also benefit from a decremental methods where more specific or compact models can be derived from a global.
Less research has been conducted on methodologies that allow both incremental and decremental learning. Two approaches have been proposed on dual versions of PCA [11, 12] . The dual approach of [12] is based on an eigendecomposition (EVD) updating and downdating algorithm, referred to as EVD Dualdating (EVDD). The merging and splitting eigenspaces (MSES) method, presented in [11] , where the subspace is extended by combining it with a new learned subspace, or reduced by dividing it. Both algorithms permit simultaneous arbitrary addition and deletion operations, by transforming the EVD of the covariance matrix into a Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) updating problem. However, since these approaches extend the PCA method, they are both unsupervised techniques and they may be illsuited when applied to supervised classification problems.
To the best of our knowledge, only [23] have suggested a supervised dual learning framework, the LDA merging and LDA splitting (LDA-MS) which updates the scatter matrices in both ways. However, by relying on LDA, the methodology is susceptible to the Small Sample Size (SSS) problem and it cannot be applied when the dimension of the sample space is larger than the number of samples in the training set, since the within-class scatter matrix will be singular. Furthermore, incremental and decremental operations must be performed sequentially rather than in a single step, leading to higher computational costs.
In this paper, we propose a dual incremental and decremental subspace-based learning method called DualGeneralized Discriminative Common Vectors method (Dual-GDCV) suited for supervised feature extraction and classification. The method makes use of both concepts of incremental and decremental learning in order to allow simultaneously adding and/or removing samples, classes or any new information from a previously trained model or space. Our methodology is able to update the model without recalculating the full projection or accessing the previously processed training data while preserving the previously acquired knowledge. In this paper, we aim to generate a model as accurate as the one calculated by batch processing, providing a tool for dual learning. The potential downfall of model updating that leads to model degeneration by providing bad or non-longer relevant samples is left to the user's discretion or as future work. This paper builds on our previous work in [5] , where the incremental-only GDCV method (IGDCV) was presented. The newly proposed method extends IGDCV by allowing simultaneously both adding and/or removing samples and classes. Its mathematical derivation and the computational complexity are described in detail in the current document. In addition, a more thorough evaluation is performed. Thus, 10-fold cross-validation is constantly applied in all experiments to mitigate the effect of random partitions, as opposed to [5] . Furthermore, 4 more datasets are used in the validation, including one with more than 200 classes to better show the effect on adding/removing classes. Moreover, a broader and more up-to-date comparison with the state of the art is provided under the very same data and experimental setup, which includes more than 11 methods comprising incremental-only, decremental-only and dual techniques.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces the IGDCV method as background information. Section 3 presents the novel Dual-GDCV, the main contribution of this paper. Section 4 describes the empirical validation and presents the results and the analysis of the proposed approach as well as its comparison against the state of the art. Finally, Sect. 5 summarizes the main conclusions and results.
Background
Let the training set X be composed of samples belonging to c classes, where every class j has m j samples. The total number of samples in the training set is m = c j=1 m j . Let x i j be a d-dimensional column vector which denotes the ith sample from the jth class.
In order to obtain the optimal projection W of the samples X to the new subspace, the bases of such subspace U should be first calculated. These bases are obtained by solving the eigenproblem of the within-scatter matrix,
where x j is the average of the samples in the jth class, and the centered data matrix, X c consists of column vectors (x i j −x j ) for all j = 1 . . . c and i = 1 . . . m j .
The eigendecomposition or eigenvalue/vector decomposition (EVD) of S X w can be written in general as
where 
Generalized Discriminative Common Vectors
GDCV method [5] constitutes a way to overcome the SSS singularity problem in LDA. The singularity is avoided by extending the null space of S X w to include not only null directions or basis vectors, i.e. λ i = 0, but also with a set of almost null directions, λ i ≈ 0. This extension of the null space also implies the corresponding restriction of the range space. The projection basis U α of the new restricted range space will be the basis of the learned subspace. The scattering added to the null space is measured by the trace tr(·) as tr(U T α S X w U α ). This quantity is at most tr(S X w ) when no directions are removed, U α = U r , and decreases as more and more important directions disappear from U r . Consequently, the scattering preserved after a projection, U α , is written as follows
The parameter α takes values within the interval
For individual values of 0 < α < 1, different projections are obtained with dissimilar levels of preserved variability. Figure 1 presents the main subspaces involved in the GDCV method.
The generalized common vector are defined as: 
Incremental Generalized Discriminative Common Vectors
The Incremental Generalized Discriminant Common Vector (IGDCV) method [5] allows the update of a given model by considering the addition of new examples even from unseen classes. IGDCV is based on the update of the projection matrices corresponding to the extended null space of the within-class scatter matrix, by relaxing the null space condition, such that the new projection matrix W and U α are obtained without fully recalculating the eigenproblem. Let I ∈ R d×m I the new training samples to be added, and X = [X I] ∈ R d×(m+m I ) the resulting training set. 
The within-class scatter matrix of the new training set S X w is calculated as:
where S I w = I c I T c , and I c is the centered data matrix consists of column vectors (
A X and A I are matrices containing the differences on the average of each class between the updated training set and the initial one, respectively. Specifically, these matrices are given by
The eigendecomposition of matrix S X w is approximated as:
Dual Formulation of Extended Null Space Methods

Problem Setting
Our aim is to investigate the role of dual learning on an initially calculated projection W and the corresponding subspace basis U α so that the new projection W and subspace U α are obtained without fully recalculating the eigenproblem. In order to keep a consistent notation throughout the document, for any variable X , its updated version after adding and removing samples is denoted by X . For example, the data matrix A is changed to A after updating. , and D training sets, respectively. By using the previous notation, the updated average u X j of each class is defined by
Similarly to X c in the previous section, the centered data matrices I c and D c of the incremental and removed training sets, consist of column vectors ( As stated before, in order to calculate U α , the E V D(S X w ) problem should be solved. Assuming a common adaptive scenario, where the size of the update set is small in comparison with the initial training set, i.e. m I , m D < m, it is extremely inefficient from a computational complexity perspective to recalculate E V D(S X w ) from scratch every time knowing that the solution of E V D(S X w ) is already known and their computational costs are comparable. Furthermore, to make this update possible, the full set X should be accessible at any time, which leads to large memory and spatial complexity. The challenge then is to obtain the subspace, U α , associated with X without explicitly having X , S X w , X or S X w .
Dual-Generalized Discriminative Common Vectors
By assuming the decomposition of the within-class scatter matrix as the sum of its components [5, 11] , the within-class scatter matrix of the new training set S X w is calculated as 1 :
where A X , A I , and A D are matrices containing the differences on the average of each class between the updated training set and the initial, incremental, and removed training set, respectively. Specifically, these matrices are given by:
so that the basis that generates the range space of the new training set, S X w , is obtained by:
Like in IGDCV [5] , R is a rotation matrix that controls the dimensionality of the range of S X w . V contains the new orthogonal directions of both the added and removed centered data sets and the average differences in A. 
This construction constitutes a dual characterization of the range of S X w . As both U r and [U α V ] generate the same subspace, they are in general related by a rotation R.
By substituting Eq. 5 in the decomposition of Eq. 4 and projecting these matrices onto the range of S X w as
, we obtain that:
Note that M is a square matrix of size at most (m −m D +m I ), and that both the rotation R and the new eigenvalues Λ are obtained by eigendecomposing M. From the eigendecomposition of M, we extract the first eigenvectors, R β , as the column vectors in R corresponding to the largest eigenvalues, Λ, such that tr(Λ β ) = β · tr( Λ). Consequently, final accurate approximations for the dual extended null space projection with parameter α are written as:
Note that the factor β is defined with regard to M, while α refers to S X w . By considering the proposed approximation, the directions that are removed (depending on the α value), are compensated by adding directions from the remaining data (according to β).
, and t X = t C + t I = t X − t D + t I . The appropriate value for β is obtained by tr(Λ β ) = β · t α , and this scatter should ideally be equal to α · t X , such that:
The final expression for β, written in terms of the ratio between the traces of the diagonal matrices is:
using the facts that tr(
I . The Dual-GDCV approach is presented in Algorithm 1 along with the asymptotic cost corresponding to each of its steps.
Algorithm 1 Dual-GDCV Algorithm
Parameter: α, 0 ≤ α < 1 Input: D ∈ R d×m D , I ∈ R d×m I From previous iteration: U α ∈ R d×r , Λ α ∈ R r ×r , X ∈ R d×c Output: U α ∈ R d× r , Λ α ∈ R r × r , X ∈ R d×c Method:
Compute: D and I regarding its average to obtain D c and I c // O(dm
Compute the generalized common vector as:
Compute the generalized common vector as: 
If some of the data vectors in I correspond to new classes which are not present in X , the expressions of the Dual- 
Computational and Space Complexity
The asymptotic cost of the Dual-GDCV is dominated by
In the case of the batch algorithm, the complexity is dominated by O(dm 2 
We can seen that the Dual-GDCV approach is more efficient than the batch algorithm in both cases since (m D +m I +c) m, and (m D +m I +c+r ) ≤ min(d, m). Table 1 shows this comparison between the Dual-GDCV approach and the batch method.
As expected, the closer the value between the number of samples added and/or deleted and the size of the initial training set, the smaller the computational gain by using a dual approach, since previous disparities are not fulfilled. Thus, if most samples/classes of the initial training set are to be deleted, it is simpler to train the system from scratch. However, this scenario will only be possible for very small and simple problems and toy examples, not in real life problems and big sets. Regarding space complexity, the batch method
Experiments and Results
Experimental Setup
To observe the advantages of the Dual-GDCV approach to add and delete samples into the initial training data of a classification problem, we select six datasets of images as test bench. As classifier, a simple 1-Nearest Neighbors classifier is employed, using the Euclidean distance between the trained discriminative common vectors and the test samples projected into the discriminant subspace. The simplicity of the classifier is justified for our aim to demonstrate the accuracy and approximation of our method to obtain a projection into another space where the relevant information is easily separable into the different classes. Table 2 shows the main characteristics of the datasets Coil-20 [21] , CMU-PIE [29] , AR [20] , BANCA [14] , Altkom [14] and FERET [26] , where the size of image has been normalized to 40 × 40.
The proposed Dual-GDCV algorithm is empirical validated in both cases, when d ≤ M and d > M, both in terms of the accuracy and computational time and compared against both the batch GDCV algorithm, and state-of-art dual [12, 23] and incremental approaches [5, 14, 25, 32] . In this validation, two main scenarios are considered using raw pixel images as input. In the first one, the number of classes in the training set is fixed over the updates, with samples of each class being added and/or removed. In the second scenario, the number of classes is allowed to change over the updates. In all experiments, an initial model is obtained using the corresponding batch algorithm. For each scenario, the proposed algorithm is evaluated in dual learning, decremental-only and incremental-only experiments. Afterward, DGDCV is applied using input features derived from a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), in order to evaluate the potential of our approach to allow dual learning in a Deep Learning framework. Finally, a large-scale experiment is presented to show the limitations of our methodology.
Cross-validation is applied as evaluation protocol to avoid bias to a particular training/testing split. Each experiment is run 10 times with different random training/testing sample choices. Graphs show the average result over the iterations as well as dispersion bars. All algorithms have been run on a computer with a Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4790 CPU @ 3.60GHz, 3601 Mhz, and 32-GB RAM.
First Scenario: Constant Number of Classes
In this first scenario, new samples are added and old samples are deleted to and from the initial training set. Since the number of classes is not allowed to change during the updates, samples for every class should be in the initial set.
We validate our approach using Coil-20 [21] and CMU-PIE [29] , since they contain a big enough number of samples per class to perform a healthy number of update iterations. Note that we are evaluating the Dual-GDCV into both cases, d ≤ M and d > M, since the ratio (M/d) in Coil-20 and CMU-PIE is 0.4875 and 1.275, respectively. For each dataset, three subsets are generated: the initial training set containing 52% of the samples, a incremental set with 18% and the test set with the remaining 30%. In those experiments where decremental learning is applied, 18% of the samples are deleted, such that only the (34%) of the initial training set is preserved. Subspace-based learning parameters were empirically optimized to give the best possible accuracy in the batch version of each method under comparison. In our GDCV framework, resulting scattering parameter is set to α = 0.99 in Coil-20 and α = 0.96 in CMU-PIE. For PCA and LDA, the energy parameter ranged from 0.99 to 1.
Dual Learning Experiment
In this experiment, samples from each class are added and deleted in each updating step. Specifically, 2 samples per class are added and another 2 samples are deleted simultaneously. Our approach is compared against the dual approaches in the literature EVVD-PCA [12] -unsupervised, the LDA-MS [23] -supervised, and their batch versions. Figure 3 shows the accuracy, computational training time and the rank of S X w . Table 3 shows the accuracy rate, the computational time and the rank, as well as their standard deviations, for the last iteration of each method. We can see that the Dual-GDCV shows the same discriminant properties than its batch version GDCV but exhibits a significant saving in its computational time. The computational time in Coil-20 reduced by 53%, and in CMU-PIE by 79%. In comparison with other dual methods, Dual-GDCV outperforms both supervised and unsupervised methods in both accuracy and cost overall. Dual-GDCV shows almost the same performance that PCA and EVVD-PCA [12] in Coil-20, where the difference is not significative, and superior performance in CMU-PIE. In both sets, Dual-GDCV has a significant computational advantage, specially when compared with the dual version EVVD-PCA, which has to extend the range during the updates to preserve the same discriminant properties than its batch version, leading to a higher computational cost than the batch PCA. Dual-GDCV also shows better performance and less computational time than LDA-MS [23] in both sets, whose accuracy degrades over time due to cumulative errors in the adaptive approximation. As additional advantage, while EVVD-PCA and Dual-GDCV are fully dual, that is, samples can be added and deleted in the same operation, LDA-MS needs to do two different merging and splitting operations for each dual step, leading to higher computational cost.
Incremental-Only Experiment
In this experiment, samples from each class are added in each updating step. Our approach is compared against the dual approaches in the literature EVVD-PCA [12] unsupervised, the LDA-MS [23] -supervised, and other common incremental-only state-of-the-art approaches, namely IncLDA [14] , GSVD-ILDA [32] , cQR-ILDA [25] and IGDCV [5] , as well as their batch versions.
Tables 4 show the accuracy, computational training time and the rank of S X w when only new samples are added into the initial training set to each method. Accuracy results for DGCV and IGCV in this incremental-only experiment are exactly the same since, in our formulation, the latter is a particular case of the former. Their computational costs are also equivalent, with small differences due to implementation that are not significative. Regarding its comparison with other incremental-only methods, only QR-LDA's performance is better that the Dual-GDCV, in both the accuracy rate and the CPU time and in both sets. IncLDA [14] shows a similar performance to our approach; in CMU-PIE its cost multiplies by 4. These incremental-only subspace-based methods are, however, not able to remove samples from the training set.
Decremental-Only Experiment
In this experiment, samples from each class are deleted in each updating step. Since no decremental-only learning methodology exists, our approach is compared against the dual approaches in the literature EVVD-PCA [12] unsupervised-, the LDA-MS [23] -supervised-, and their batch versions. Table 5 shows the accuracy, computational training time and the rank of S X w when only samples are deleted from the initial training set. Similarly to previous experiments, we can see that in both datasets the Dual-GDCV presents better performance both in accuracy rate and computational time. Regarding methods with comparable accuracy rate, Dual-GDCV exhibits computational gains of 67% over PCA, 94% over PCA-EVVD, 80% over LDA, and 65% over GDCV in Coil-20, and 98% over LDA, and 90% over GDCV in CMUPie.
Second Scenario: Variable Number of Classes
In this second scenario, new classes are added to the initial training set by adding all samples belonging to classes that did not exist initially. Similarly, old classes are deleted from the initial training set by removing all samples belonging to a existing class at once.
We validated our approach using the remaining datasets AR [20] , BANCA [14] , Altkom [14] and FERET [26] . Scattering parameter is set to α = 0.98 in AR, α = 0.80 in Best performing result are shown in bold BANCA and α = 0.99 in Altkom and FERET. For each dataset, training and testing are generated randomly containing 70% and 30% of the samples of each class, respectively. 30% of the classes (the last ones) are using as incremental set and another 30% of the classes (the first ones) are using as decremental set. At each iteration, one class is added and/or deleted from the model. Our method is compared in this second scenario against the same baseline methods for each of the settings than the first scenario, but only including the supervised methods among them. Comparison against unsupervised methods is not performed due to the importance of adding classes in the reshaping of the subspace.
Dual Learning Experiment
In this experiment, a class is added and another class is deleted in each updating step. Figures 4, 5 and 6 show the accuracy, computational training time and the rank of S X w , respectively, when new classes are added and old classes are deleted into the initial training set. Table 6 shows the accuracy rate, computational time and the rank in the last iteration for each dataset and method. The advantages of Dual-GDCV regarding its batch version and other dual methods are more evident in this scenario, since more samples are added/deleted at each step. Dual-GDCV shows the same discriminant properties than its batch version but with a reduction in computational cost of 54% in AR, 76% in BANCA, 27% in Altkom and 58% in FERET. Moreover, it clearly outperforms the other dual-learning methodology LDA-MS in all datasets, both in time and accuracy.
Incremental-Only Experiment
In this experiment, a class is added in each updating step. Tables 7 and 8 show the accuracy, computational training time and the rank of S X w when only new classes are added. Dual-GDCV outperforms any other method, batch, incremental or dual in all datasets, both in time and accuracy. Similarly to the previous scenario, IGDCV provides the same accuracy results since it is a particular case of DGDCV.
Decremental-Only Experiment
In this experiment, a class is deleted in each updating step. Table 9 shows the accuracy, computational training time and the rank of S X w when only old classes are deleted. Again, Dual-GDCV outperforms any other method, batch, incremental or dual in all datasets, both in time and accuracy.
Application to State-of-Art Feature Vectors
This section aims to explore the potential of our approach to be used in a Deep Learning framework and enable dual learning in such feature space. Thus, this experiment proposes the use of DGDCV where the input comes from the pretrained AlexNet convolutional neural network [15] . The Alexnet model has been trained on a subset of the ImageNet database [3] with more than a million images, so that a rich feature representation has been learned for a wide range of images. A feature space of 4096 dimensions is generated by cropping the last classification layer of Alexnet. Evaluation of GDCV is done under a dual-learning setting for both new samples and new classes as in Sects. 4.2 and 4.3. Figure 7 shows the accuracy and the computational training time on the dual learning at sample level, and Figs. 8 and 9 presents the accuracy and computational time at class level. Results shows similar conclusions and trends to the raw pixel experiment, with our approach surpassing all other state-ofthe-art dual methods, but with a small overall improve in performance.
On the Ordering of Updating Steps
In this section, an experiment was designed to validate our approach for applications where temporal or order information is relevant to the updating steps. Object classification is used as target problem in the Coil-20 [21] dataset but using the camera angle as ordering and the potential drift on the object's distribution.
Coil-20 [21] was captured on a motorized turntable, where the turntable was rotated from 0 • to 360 • , at intervals of 5 • , to vary object pose with respect to a fixed camera. This resulted on 72 images per object. Two experimental settings are used: incremental and dual learning as depicted in Fig. 10 . For incremental learning, samples of all objects viewed between 165 • and 180 • are used as training set, while images between 0 • and 110 • are in the initial training. Images viewed from 110 • to 165 • are used as ascending-ordered updating set. In the dual setup, the same process is followed but using the initial angels between 0 • and 45 • as decremental set to be remove at the same time than an incremental set is added. As reference to evaluate the importance of this ordering, the Figure 11 shows the accuracy on the incremental learning and dual learning with ordered samples on the updating training set. For the incremental setup (Fig. 11a) , when the incremental learning is provided with increasingly relevant samples, the classification performance improves significantly from 0.75 up to 1, suggesting that the distribution adapts to the end target. On the contrary, if the added samples are the less relevant ones, the performance, which starts in a higher baseline since the most relevant information is already in the initial training, barely improves from 0.95 up to 1. This small improvement is mostly due to having more samples for the classifier rather than for providing new information.
Similar conclusions can be extracted for the dual setting in Fig. 11b . By increasingly adding more relevant samples and removing the least relevant ones, the performance mostly improves consistently. The exact opposite effect is achieved by reverting the process. In conclusion, this experiment proves the potential of our technique for applications where time and order are important on the updating process. It also underlines the importance for the user to provide relevant updating samples during the learning process. 
On the Stability of the Method
In order to validate the stability of our methodology over thousands of updating steps, two experiments are presented in this section. First, a model is generated using the full CMU-PIE dataset as initial training set. On this model, two samples per class are first removed and then added in two consecutive decremental and incremental steps. This process is repeated 10,000 times. Results in Fig. 12 show that our approximation is stable over large amounts of steps.
To evaluate the influence of relevant/irrelevant samples on the stability of our method, a second test is performed using a larger dataset than the ones in previous sections, the CASPEAL-2 [9] dataset with α = 0.82. This dataset is composed of facial images with yaw angle between −45 to 45 with steps of 15 • to has 7 classes, where each class has 2816 images of 939 subjects with frontal view and pitch angle of −30 • , 0 • and 30 • . This allows us to perform more than 3500 updating iterations on different samples randomly selected. Figure 13 depicts the results of this experiment where a diverge and drop in accuracy is observed after 15000 steps. This effect is due to the accumulation of multiple updating Best performing result are shown in bold Best performing result are shown in bold steps where the random allocation of samples produce small reduction of the subspace rank in the decremental functionality. As conclusion, we will recommend a every thousand steps for large-scale updating operations in order to mitigate the problem.
Conclusions
A dual online subspace-based learning method called DualGeneralized Discriminative Common Vectors method (Dual-GDCV) is presented in this paper. By making use of both incremental and decremental learning, Dual-GDCV allows efficiently and simultaneously adding new data and/or removing unnecessary data to a knowledge base. Our methodology is able to update a feature space without recalculating the full projection or accessing the previously processed training data, while retaining the previously acquired knowledge. Moreover, the presented approach does not only allow to add new data to existing classes but also to add new classes into the classification problem. The proposed method has been validated in six standard datasets, in two scenarios-adding/removing samples and adding/removing classes-and six experimentsincremental, decremental and dual. Dual-GDCV shows the same discriminant properties than its batch version but exhibiting a significant reduction on computational cost in all experiments and datasets. Dual-GDCV also outperforms almost all other incremental-only and dual methodologies in the state of the art, being only slightly slower than a incremental-only QR-ILDA, but with the important advantage of being able to remove samples and/or classes. This improvement regarding the state of the art is even more obvious when new classes are added and/or removed from the classification space. Since our DGDCV formulation includes IGDCV as a particular case, it provides the same good performance than IGDCV in the incremental case only, but with the added ability to remove classes and samples at the same time. [( 
